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This paper is in response to members’ requests to provide a summary of good practice within 
one source document and is based upon the Society of Insurance Broking’s understanding of the 
regulator’s rules and current stance. Whilst a summary, it is not intended to be exhaustive and 
should not be relied upon at the exclusion of other sources of information. ©2020 The Chartered Insurance Institute
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I am delighted that the Society of Insurance Broking has produced this Good Practice 
Guide on Terrorism. I firmly believe that this is a subject that we should spend more 
time discussing with our clients and helping to educate them on the cover available. 

In my experience, many clients feel that this “will never happen to me” and we need 
to help them to understand that this is a significant risk to their business that can be 
easily transferred to an insurer. 

As well as direct losses, businesses can be affected by a nearby event or attack 
causing significant disruption and/or potential denial of access.

Foreword

Kevin Hancock

Chair,

Society of Insurance Broking
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Introduction
The threat landscape in the UK is constantly changing, with increasing unpredictability. While standalone terrorism 
cover was offered in the 1990s, demand for the product increased significantly after property insurers began to exclude 
physical damage due to terrorism from their policies following the terrorist attacks in New York on 11 September 2001. 

Islamic extremism has seen a shift from planned group attacks to isolated low complexity acts by individuals. The 
recent classification of Extinction Rebellion as a ‘key threat’ by counter-terror police also demonstrates the range of 
ideologies that are identified as extreme. With many different reasons behind terrorism, not only are counter-terrorist 
operations covering a wide range of causes, insurers are also constantly trying to catch up with how to protect those 
affected.

However, it seems many businesses still do not have sufficient cover. According to Pool Re1, 43% of businesses 
interviewed after the Manchester Arena bombing in 2017 did not have any continuity, disaster recovery or crisis plan in 
place. There were also estimated losses of £1.4m after the London Bridge and Borough Market attacks in 2017 due to 
restricted access to business premises during the investigation. 

How is terrorism defined?
The Terrorism Act 2000 provides a description of what can be classified as an act of terrorism, as well as outlining the 
provisions that police officers have during a suspected attack (eg arrests, stop and search, etc). The definition provided 
is as follows:

The Counter-Terrorism & Border Security Act 2019 updated this legislation by establishing new powers to law enforcers 
due to the evolving threats posed by terrorism and hostile state activity. This update also reflects the digital ages 
including the way in which people view content online. It also reflects the speed at which terrorism plots develop.

 1. https://www.poolre.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/SME_Guide_190510_for_web.pdf

(1) In this Act “terrorism” means the use or threat of action where—

(a) the action falls within subsection (2),

(b) the use or threat is designed to influence the government [or an international 
governmental organisation] or to intimidate the public or a section of the public, 
and

(c) the use or threat is made for the purpose of advancing a political, religious [, 
racial] or ideological cause.

(2) Action falls within this subsection if it—

(a) involves serious violence against a person,

(b) involves serious damage to property,

(c) endangers a person’s life, other than that of the person committing the action,

(d) creates a serious risk to the health or safety of the public or a section of the 
public, or

(e) is designed seriously to interfere with or seriously to disrupt an electronic 
system.

(3) The use or threat of action falling within subsection (2) which involves the use of 
firearms or explosives is terrorism whether or not subsection (1)(b) is satisfied.

https://www.poolre.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/SME_Guide_190510_for_web.pdf
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How can insurance and reinsurance provide a solution?
A standard terrorism policy wording can provide cover for physical damage to property caused by acts committed for 
the following purposes:

• political

• religious

• ideological

Additional cover for business interruption losses can be obtained through the wording in an extension, which will 
provide cover in the event that the main policy wording is triggered.

As terrorism is usually too large for one insurer, reinsurance provides an appropriate solution with several insurers 
sharing the risk. This will limit the amount of loss an insurer is burdened with if they’re the sole provider of cover. 

Pool Reinsurance Company Limited (Pool Re) operates a terrorism pool within Great Britain that was initially 
established in 1993 in response to the damage caused by IRA bombings (though membership of Pool Re is open to 
any UK authorised insurer). This was created out of a need to cover the catastrophic ‘conventional’ terrorism losses on 
commercial property, and resultant consequential losses. With more than £600m claims paid to date so far, the only 
exclusions are war, and virus & hacking, but ultimately follows the terms and conditions that apply to the general cover. 
Therefore the scheme responds to losses resulting from physical damage acts of terrorism only.

Terrorism cover via Pool Re can only be provided alongside a property policy, rather than on a standalone basis. 
However, separate policies are normally created for more complex risks associated with marine, aviation, commercial 
vehicles and nuclear-related organisations. Those joining the scheme must accept all eligible terrorism risks with 
policyholders ensuring that all of their portfolio is insured through Pool Re, irrespective of whether it is insured through 
one or more Pool Re insurers. 

However, if a policyholder wishes to only insure certain locations against terrorism, or if it is not eligible for Pool Re, 
alternative markets are available. These providers differentiate themselves by offering first-loss sums insured, selective 
cover and cover for overseas exposures that Pool Re can’t accommodate.

Although relevant policy wordings provide cover for what is clearly a terrorist event (as defined), coverage disputes can 
still arise, for example where social unrest leads to political violence. However, there are conflicting views about whether 
the perpetrators of the violence were terrorists or merely protestors and rioters. This is why, from the perspective of an 
insurer, it needs to be clarified whether the event in question was a riot or an act of terrorism.
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Who needs terrorism cover?
Any business that does not have any form of cover against this type of catastrophe peril leaves itself vulnerable to the 
wide-ranging of types of damage caused. An act of terrorism doesn’t affect just the intended target but can cause 
collateral damage to the surrounding area. As well as large businesses in urban areas, smaller businesses and operations 
in outer areas are all recommended to have some type of protection against terrorism.

It’s important for businesses to understand the risks involved and that there are many different ways an act of terrorism 
could affect them. Employers could be liable for the safety of employees and third parties.

While some commercial insurance policies still have a terrorism exclusion, liability policies usually include it with a sub-
limit applied to a certain level. For example, motor personal injury sections include the cover to an unlimited extent 
but the damage element is sub-limited; and personal accident travel policies may include or exclude depending on the 
market segment.

The Federation of Small Businesses:

“Smaller businesses are most 
vulnerable as they lack resources 
of larger organisations to plan 
for, protect and recover from the 
consequences of attacks.
Sectors such as retail, entertainment, 
transport and tourism can be most 
significantly impacted by denial of 
access and a reduction in footfall.”

PoolRe:

“Experience from 2017’s terrorist 
attacks in Manchester and London 
showed small and medium-sized 
businesses were particularly vulnerable 
to this gap in cover, with:

• several businesses caught 
behind police cordons;

• a reduction in footfall following 
the attacks; and

• uncompensated losses 
due to significant business 
interruption.”

British Insurance Brokers’ 
Association (BIBA):

“Within the specialist terrorism 
insurance market, while primarily 
aimed at first party property damage 
and business interruption exposures, 
cover is available for employers’ 
liability and public liability on an 
affirmative basis.”
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What risks are eligible for terrorism cover?
The aftermath of a terrorist act can have many consequences. Both individuals and businesses can be affected in many 
different ways, which is why cover against terrorism should be appropriately tailored:

It is difficult to predict an act of terrorism, both from the perspective of a law enforcer as well as an insurer. This is why 
‘acts of terrorism’ should be covered as part of a more comprehensive product, rather than an exclusion. There are also 
standalone products emerging on the market that include the following can cover things such as:

• political, religious and ideologically motivated acts of terrorism and sabotage

• persons acting alone, ie “Lone Wolf”

• non-damage business interruption

The Lloyd’s market wording LMA 3030 is also recognised globally. There are also policies available with a wider 
definition of terrorism that include acts of war and hostilities, such as incidents like the Salisbury poisonings in 2018.

Personal lines
• Home insurance – damage to 

property and contents from acts of 
terrorism

• Car insurance – damage to or 
destruction of vehicle caused by an 
act of terrorism

•  Travel insurance – trip cancellation 
or medical expenses related to an 
act of terrorism

Commercial lines
• Business interruption – restoration 

costs caused by an act of terrorism

• Workers’ compensation – 
compensation for employees 
injured or killed due to an act of 
terrorism

• Property damage - damage to 
property and contents from acts of 
terrorism

• Cyber – costs related to a cyber-
related act of terrorism
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Good practice
1.  Make sure your client understands the policy wording and extensions.
You should always read the policy wording and extensions in detail to ensure the client is buying the correct level of 
cover. This should also extend to checking that the wording covers the risks and exposures they are concerned about. 
Many small businesses don’t realise their current property and business interruption insurance cover excludes acts 
of terrorism. Gaps in policy wordings could mean that acts of terrorism might be excluded or that it is restricted to 
physical damage only.  

Not all commercial policies include non-conventional cover, such as Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear (CBRN)-
related damage. While such an attack is still unprecedented in the UK, this might be relevant if the policy is purchased 
by a UK insurer for overseas operations or as part of PoolRe. 

For individuals travel insurance may need to include medica costs, repatriation or trip cancellation caused by a terrorist-
related event.

2. Clarify the definition of non-damage.
If a Business Interruption policy wording has an extension to include terrorist-related triggers, the inclusion of ‘non-
damage’ (NDBI) should also be clearly defined. Damage to property might be included, but non-damage that can 
impact the operability of a business should also consider the following:

• denial of access

• specified or notable diseases

• loss of attraction

• remote digital interference

Therefore, purchasing a terrorism policy including NDBI, any business can feel reassured they have cover in place for:

• Damage caused to their property, and resulting business interruption, caused by an act of terrorism

• A terrorist incident near to them that prevents or impairs access to their place of business

3. Understand the difference between and act of terrorism and a riot.
While the consequential effects of operating of a business might be similar, it is important to distinguish between the 
causes of damage. The Riot Compensation Act 2016 should be triggered in the event of a riot, which does not include 
terrorist-related activity and therefore needs to be distinguished as such. Ac act of terrorism is a deliberately planned 
act born out of an ideology, whereas a riot is a spontaneous reaction to a particular event. Damage caused by the latter 
would be more relevant to Political Risk insurance.

4. Be aware of threat levels.
Government websites publish up to date security information regarding actual and anticipated terrorist activity. While 
actual attacks are difficult to predict, data monitoring can provide alerts on ‘threat levels’. The five threat levels are:

• LOW means an attack is highly unlikely

• MODERATE means an attack is possible, but not likely

• SUBSTANTIAL means an attack is likely

• SEVERE means an attack is highly likely

• CRITICAL means an attack is highly likely in the near future

These levels are determined by political activities, recent terrorist events and any warnings issued. Any related policy 
wordings sold should be able to respond effectively when these threat levels change, as business continuity plans will 
cause operations to change as the threat levels increase.

PoolRe also publish an annual “Terrorism Threat & Mitigation Report” that summarises risk awareness, risk modelling 
and risk management. 
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5. Make sure your client knows how to respond to an act of terrorism.
Whether your client is approached with a suspicious item or needs to restore their business operations after they 
have been halted suddenly, it is important that they know how to handle these situations. Crisis management, relevant 
staff training and business continuity plans should be regularly monitored and reviewed. This could include security 
recommendations shared with staff about how to handle suspicious items or a bomb threat, communicating with 
employees if an event has taken place so to avoid the area, or reporting suspicious members of staff to the relevant 
people.

A basic risk assessment could look something like the following:

• identify risks based on current threat level

• have a business continuity plan and communicate to employees

• know and practice evacuation/lockdown procedures

• plan a response to suspected chemical, biological or radioactive attack

• check relevant police and government websites/social media for updates

• review cyber security controls

• complete ‘postal awareness’ training

• understand how to react if an employee displays suspicious behaviour (and how to report it)

Conclusion
As acts and causes of terrorism develop, it is important for insurers to keep up to date with new methods as well as the 
effects of the aftermath. Over the past few years, terrorist attacks have shifted from the bombing of public places to 
low complexity attacks by a ‘lone wolf’ using easily available tools, such as vehicles and knives, to commit an attack. 
Cyber terrorism is also on the rise which presents a new and complex invisible threat.

Therefore, it is important to recommend some sort of terrorism-related cover to clients, as acts such as these are not 
restricted to city centres, meaning that anyone can be at risk. Well maintained business continuity plans should only be 
the very minimum of what businesses need to do to know how to respond in such an event. 

With many insurance products now including terrorism extensions, such as business interruption, travel, household, 
motor and cyber, there is now a range of products available that will suit your client best as well as providing them with 
a suitable range of options. 
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Appendix - Primary source material
British Insurance Brokers’ Association (BIBA)
• Terrorism Insurance Guide, https://view.publitas.com/biba/biba-terrorism-insurance-guide/page/1

GOV.UK
• Counter-Terrorism and Border Security Act 2019, http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2019/3/contents 

• Terrorism Act 2000, http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/11/contents

• Terrorism and National Emergencies, https://www.gov.uk/terrorism-national-emergency

• Threat Levels, https://www.mi5.gov.uk/threat-levels

Lloyd’s of London
• LMA3030 Terrorism Insurance Physical Loss or Physical Damage Wording, https://www.lmalloyds.com/LMA/

Wordings/lma3030.aspx

Pool Re
• It’ll Never Happen Here: A Guide for SMEs, https://www.poolre.co.uk/media-centre/reports/biba-terrorism-insurance-

guide-2/

• Terrorism Threat and Mitigation report 2019, https://www.poolre.co.uk/media-centre/reports/terrorism-threat-and-
mitigation-report-2019/

https://view.publitas.com/biba/biba-terrorism-insurance-guide/page/1
http://GOV.UK
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2019/3/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/11/contents
https://www.gov.uk/terrorism-national-emergency
https://www.mi5.gov.uk/threat-levels
https://www.lmalloyds.com/LMA/Wordings/lma3030.aspx
https://www.lmalloyds.com/LMA/Wordings/lma3030.aspx
https://www.poolre.co.uk/media-centre/reports/biba-terrorism-insurance-guide-2/
https://www.poolre.co.uk/media-centre/reports/biba-terrorism-insurance-guide-2/
https://www.poolre.co.uk/media-centre/reports/terrorism-threat-and-mitigation-report-2019/
https://www.poolre.co.uk/media-centre/reports/terrorism-threat-and-mitigation-report-2019/



